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REMARKS ON J. H. C. I., IN.

The following remarks of the Hon. Congressman from Maryland, the Harroft Harriet celebration yesterday, will be found to agree with the sentiments of the present time. It is evident that the business of the nation is in the hands of those who are able to conduct it, and that the public are not in the hands of those who are not. The country is in great danger, and it is not the business of the people to lie idly by while they are in danger. It is the duty of the people to support their own interests, and to see that they are not oppressed by the despots of the state.

J. L. ROBINSON.

OF MEDICINE.

It should be remembered that medicine is not a new science, but one that has been studied for many centuries. It is the study of the human body, and the science of curing diseases. It is not a science that can be learned in a day, but one that requires a great deal of study and practice.

E. W.

THE SEVENTH DAY.

And the yellow sun-flower by the brook in autumn

A nil llii-ii 1 thi il< ofn-vb who in hcrjouthful bc.iu-

And twinkle in tliej s-noSy light, the waters of the

And from ^he wood-top calls the crow, through all

Yet (rust yr not the syren lip

Le>t widow'd hearts for thee should grieve —

As it is a part of justice never to do violence,

And the yellow sun-flower by the brook in autumn

And from ^he wood-top calls the crow, through all

Put the plague on men.

Yet (rust yr not the syren lip

Le>t widow'd hearts for thee should grieve —

As it is a part of justice never to do violence,

And the yellow sun-flower by the brook in autumn

And from ^he wood-top calls the crow, through all

Put the plague on men.